CROPPERS TO MARCH AGAIN IN ARKANSAS

ENGLAND Ar. - There is an uprising of croppers in several counties, about another march on the cotton factor in the county. This time the cotton factor is not willing to yield on the head-convert of their demands, and there is plenty of cotton around that these people can pick. There are many members of the cotton factor's own family who have been cotton pickers in the past and have suffered like these people. They feel that the cotton factor is trying to take advantage of them and that they deserve a better deal. The people are planning to organize and demand better working conditions and fair compensation for their labor.

FARMERS OF SOUTH, FIGHT Starvation!

APPEAL BY COMMUNIST PARTY

White and Colored Workers, Untie!

Two ears of corn and 12 people to feed! This is the condition of the country of croppers in northern Alabama as reported by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In the state of at least 35,000 tenant families are living in poverty. Many are being slowly murdered by starvation and the State and County officials are not doing anything about it. People are dying by the hundreds, and the only food available is a daily ration of one ear of corn. The workers are forced to work long hours in the fields and are paid only with corn. They are also forced to live in terrible conditions, such as overcrowded shacks and lack of proper sanitation. The situation is desperate and the workers are calling for immediate action to be taken to save their lives.

Family of 11 Living on 2 Ears Corn Day

PANDEMIC: For fear of contagion, some parents in northern Alabama are sending their children to school with cotton. Many schools are reporting cases of typhoid fever and other diseases in the area. The situation is alarming, and the government is being urged to take immediate action to prevent the spread of disease.

DEMAND War Billions for Jobless Aid

The House and Senate last week approved a bill, amounting to $30,000,000,000, appropriated for war purposes. This is the second bill of its kind. The first bill was for $20,000,000,000. The bills were passed without debate and without a vote. The government is using this massive amount of money to meet the costs of the war. It is crucial that this money be allocated properly to ensure that the war is won and that the country is not left with a crippling debt.

Hunger Marches Demand Cash Relief From the City Councils

Hunger marches are being held in several cities across the United States. These marches are being organized by unemployed workers who are demanding immediate cash relief from the city councils. The workers are fed up with the lack of action from the city governments and are calling for immediate relief. The marches are gaining momentum and are attracting attention from the public and the media.

FORM N. ORLEANS JOBLESS COMMITTEE

NEW ORLEANS La. - Unemployed workers in New Orleans are demanding immediate cash relief from the city council. They are calling for the establishment of a city council that will listen to the workers and address their needs. The workers are tired of waiting for promises and are demanding concrete action to alleviate their poverty.

WARFARE ON BREAD ON FARMS

The struggle to keep alive on the farms continues. Farmers are being forced to break their crops in order to prevent them from being taken over by the government. The workers are forced to work long hours in the fields and are paid only with food. The situation is desperate, and the workers are calling for immediate action to be taken to save their lives.

FIGHT EVICTIONS IN BIRMINGHAM

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - The East Birmingham Unit of the Communist Party is organizing the struggle against evictions and demands that the government take immediate action to prevent the eviction of workers. The workers are demanding the right to work and to live in decent conditions.

LAWRENCE, Mass. - Two hundred workers are on strike at the textile mills. They are demanding better working conditions and fair compensation for their labor.

SEATTLE - Unemployed workers have organized a strike to demand immediate cash relief from the city council. They are demanding that the city council pay them immediately.

LAWRENCE, Mass. Two hundred workers at the textile mills are on strike. They are demanding better working conditions and fair compensation for their labor.

LAWRENCE, Mass. Two hundred workers at the textile mills are on strike. They are demanding better working conditions and fair compensation for their labor.
CHATT. JOBLESS ORGANIZE FIGHT FOR RELIEF

“OUTLAW REDS" SAYS HAM FISH

Work 3-Day Week On Speed-Up in Stockham

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. - After a number of small groups today by advertising the Workers Fused to their jobs by lies in papers.

HAM FISH, and his committee of four Congressmen, after an exhaustive investigation of the country in which he took a public interest, returned to the United States today with the information that the country is organized for the purpose of spreading the message of unemployment to the workers of the country.

The investigation revealed that the workers of the country are being organized for the purpose of spreading the message of unemployment to the workers of the country.

The workers are being organized for the purpose of spreading the message of unemployment to the workers of the country.

Build Our Paper!

Our Sustaining Fund

Lynch Law at Work

Shut Out 250,000 In British Cotton Mills

LAURAL, Miss. — The two year old baby of James King, Negro tenant farmer, who was killed by a white farmer on the King farm, was buried this afternoon.

Many workers have been killed in the past by white farmers on the King farm.

Cleveland, Man., Aug. 19.—A little girl was killed by a white farmer on the King farm.

Build Our Paper!

Build Our Paper!
FROM THE MILLS, MINES AND THE FARMS

3-DAY WEEK, LOW WAGES IN MINES IN VA.

By a Worker Correspondent Wise County, Va. From recent statements of the members of the United Mine Workers, it will give me and I hope it will give you no cause to believe that the only picketing we have ever been engaged in is the picketing of the National League buildings. It is a fact that the picketing of the National League buildings has been engaged in by the workers in the mines of Wise County, Va., and we have received no compensation for our work.

Stop Feeding Jobless Seamen on Lynkes Line

By a Worker Correspondent

MY LIFE

By a Negress Working Woman

RAYON CORP. CHEATS MAIMED WORKER OUT OF COMPENSATION

By a Worker Correspondent
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Evicted Miners

Texan Ex-Preachers, Farmer Calls for Fiehl Right Now

(by A Farmer Ex-Preachers)

Reoil, Texas

The crops in Reoil, Texas, are not

planted as usual, the reason being

that the farmer has no money. The

farmers have been left with no

money to plant the crops.

A group of West Virginia miners

evicted from company-owned homes

are still striking. Follow workers in Alabama, Tennessee and Virginia are now

facing eviction.
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Have Big "Red Sunday" For Paper In Galveston

(by J. W. McRae)

Chief of W. W., Local and Southern Workers Agent

The W. W. W. Local will hold a

meeting in Galveston on Monday,

January 22, 1931. The W. W. W. Local

will hold a meeting in Galveston on

Monday, January 22, 1931. The W. W.

W. W. Local at Galveston will be

held on Monday, January 22, 1931.

No evictions in the W. W. W. Local

at Galveston will be held on Monday,

January 22, 1931.

Johannes Worker Does It All to Build "SW"

Cleveland Ohio

I received the SOUTHERN WORKER on January 11, 1931 and also the SOUTHERN WORKER on January 21, 1931.

I think the SOUTHERN WORKER is one of the most efficient and well-written newspapers in the country.

I believe that if I were to subscribe to the SOUTHERN WORKER I could build it as I am trying to build it now.

I have been a subscriber for the past three months and I am still subscribing because it is worth the money.

I am looking forward to seeing the SOUTHERN WORKER next week and I hope to see some new articles that I have not seen before.

Many New Members To Join Party At Meetings

BIRMINGHAM: Alabama — The Birmingham Workers' Group held a meeting last week and a number of new members were added to the group. The meeting was held at the home of Mrs. A. M. Tinsley, 601 East 24th Street. The meeting was attended by 50 people and was very successful. The group is now considering the possibility of holding regular meetings.